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The effect of the delta vortex generator located upstream of the in-line tube 

bundle on the heat transfer and pressure loss for cross-flow air was 

numerically investigated. The best accurate results were obtained by using 

the "Realizable k-epsilon" model with the "standard" wall function. In order 

to increase the accuracy of the numerical model, "production limit" and 

"curvature correction" coefficients that depend on the inlet air velocity were 

used. The average error in heat transfer and pressure loss in the range of 

Re=3000 and 13000 was obtained as 4.4% and 9.4%, respectively. 

The distance between the tube bundle and vortex generator, angle of attack, 

and pitch were analyzed parametrically. In all vortex generator designs, 

upward secondary flows in front of tubes were observed between the rows. A 

maximum 16.6% improvement in the average Nusselt number and a 

maximum 42% penalty in pressure loss were obtained. The angle of attack is 

the parameter that affects the heat transfer the most. When the changes in 

both heat transfer and pressure loss are taken into account, for Re>9500, 

performance is positively affected with almost every vortex generator design. 

Keywords: Delta winglet, Vortex generator, In-line tube bundle, Numerical 

analysis, Heat transfer enhancement 

1. Introduction 

Vortex Generators (VG) enhance heat transfer for finned or unfinned tubular heat exchangers 

using air as the external fluid. They increase mixing by creating secondary flows with vortices in the 

main flow [1]. The vortices improve heat transfer by reducing the boundary layer thickness [2]. In 

addition, VG reduces the wake region by directing the flow and provides better mixing of the flow [3]. 

Jacobi & Shah [1] reviewed studies investigating the physical mechanism of VG effects. In their 

study, it was stated that VG creates longitudinal vortices. Longitudinal vortices are vortex pairs 

rotating in the same or opposite direction and moving forward in the direction of the main flow. These 

longitudinal vortex pairs are called secondary flows in the main flow. Secondary flows occur near the 

surface and reduce the boundary layer thickness. 

Zdanski et al. [4] placed delta winglets in front of an in-line tube bundle. It was found that there 

was a maximum increase of 30% in the average Nusselt number. The winglet pairs were placed in the 

first row of the finned tube heat exchanger in a "common flow up" layout by Kwak et al. [5] and Torii 

et al. [6]. Kwak et al. [5] obtained a 10-30% increase in heat transfer and a 34-55% reduction in 

pressure loss. Unlike the previous models [5, 6], delta winglets were added to all rows by Pal et al. [7] 
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and Arora et al. [8]. A maximum 64% [7] and %60 [8] improvement in heat transfer and a 58% [7] 

penalty in pressure loss were obtained. Agarwal & Sharma [9] used a different winglet shape, 

rectangular winglets, in the "common flow up" layout. The winglets were positioned one row apart, 

and the maximum increase in heat transfer was approximately 80%, with a corresponding pressure 

loss of about 38%. In addition, delta winglets in the "common flow down" layout were studied 

experimentally [10] and numerically [11, 12] on finned tube heat exchangers. VG were placed in all 

rows. The heat transfer saw a maximum improvement of 64% [10], 24% [11], and 60% [12] while the 

pressure loss experienced a penalty ranging from 20% to 44% [10]. Similarly, but this time with a 

rectangular winglet, Jang et al. [13] obtained a numerical 30% improvement in heat transfer and a 

22% increase in pressure loss. A similar winglet shape, but this time for a tube bundle, was placed in 

the rear region of the tubes [14]. An increase of 10-50% in the Nusselt number was obtained. Another 

investigation on the placement of winglets in the rear region of the tube was studied by Abraham et al. 

[15]. The study focused on the taper winglet which is named as longitudinal winglet. An improvement 

in the Nusselt number between 12-38% and a reduction in the friction factor between 29-46% were 

observed. A splitter plate was used together with a delta winglet in finned tube heat exchangers by 

Jayavel & Tiwari [16]. With the splitter plate, it was aimed to reduce the extra pressure loss caused by 

the delta winglet, but it was stated that it had no effect. 

Sarangi et al. [17] analyzed curved-trapezoidal shaped winglets, which did not have punched 

holes, as opposed to delta and rectangular winglets. Their analysis resulted in a 54.72% increase in 

heat transfer, albeit with an 8.4% deterioration in pressure loss. Another study investigating a different 

winglet shape, curved rectangular, was carried out by Gong et al. [18]. It is stated that an improvement 

in the Nusselt number between 15.4-21.6% and an increase of approximately 10% friction factor was 

obtained. Lin et al. [19] studied curved-trapezoidal shaped winglets with punched holes and obtained 

better thermal performance compared with curved rectangular shape studied by Gong et al. [18] for 

Re>1500. Another curved-shaped winglet called interrupted angular groove was investigated by Lin et 

al. [20]. Heat transfer augmentation was obtained, and the thermal performance factor under the same 

pumping power reached up to 1.2. Unlike the studies examining the single winglet shape, both delta 

and rectangular winglet forms were numerically analyzed simultaneously by Salviano et al. [21]. In 

addition, trapezoidal forms between these two forms were also analyzed simultaneously and an 

improvement in heat transfer ranging from 30% to 70% was obtained with deterioration in pressure 

loss between 20% and 90%. 

Studies in the literature have shown that performance improvement is achieved by using VG in 

heat exchangers. These studies have also examined the parameters that dictate the position, layout, and 

design of the VG. Zdanski et al. [4] conducted an experimental investigation into the distance of the 

delta winglet to the tube bundle, the pitch value between the delta winglets, and the angle of attack. It 

was found that the angle value was the most influential parameter. Abraham et al. [15] investigated the 

length, base thickness, and tip thickness of the tapered winglet placed behind the tube. It was found 

that increasing the length improves the heat transfer but increases the pressure loss. The roll angle of 

rectangular winglets was investigated by Agarwal & Sharma [9]. It was emphasized that a winglet 

with a roll angle reduces the improvement provided by the winglet at the next row. Therefore, it was 

stated that only the winglets at the last row were given a roll angle. Sarangi et al. [17] numerically 

analyzed the radius of curvature, length of curvature, and the leading edge and rear end heights of the 

curved-trapezoidal winglet. It is observed that the curvature length is the most effective parameter on 
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the performance. Gong et al. [18] conducted another study where they analyzed the parameters of the 

curved winglet. Specifically, they examined the radius and length of the curvature, the height of the 

winglet, and the circumferential position of the winglet. Curvature radius and circumferential position 

were determined as the most effective parameters. Also, it is concluded with the same result by 

Sarangi et al. [17] that the winglet height does not affect the heat transfer. 20 different delta winglet 

positions and 4 different angles of attack were investigated by Arora et al. [22]. It was reported that 

the best position at angles smaller than 30° angle differed from the best position at larger angles. 

Among the studies in the literature, a wide range of parameters related to winglet position, angle, and 

shape have been analyzed by Salviano et al. [21]. It is found that designs closer to the rectangular 

winglet rather than the delta winglet give better thermal-hydraulic performance. 

Lemouedda et al. [11] investigated two different winglet layouts at the same time. It is 

concluded that the "common flow up" layout is more suitable for staggered arrangement while the 

"common flow down" layout is more suitable for in-line arrangement. The experiment was replicated 

by Jang et al. [13], Torii et al. [6], and Valencia et al. [10], and the same results were achieved. In 

addition to the traditional layout (“common flow down” and “common flow up”), Wang [23] studied 2 

new layouts called “front up rear down”, and “front down rear up” and obtained better enhancement. 

Another comparison was made experimentally by Kwak et al. [5] on heat exchangers with different 

row numbers for the effect of winglets. It is observed that after the 3
rd

 row, the effect of the winglet 

decreases. Salviano et al. [12] emphasized that instead of symmetrical layouts that are "common flow 

up" and "common flow down", an unsymmetrical layout has the best result. 

The studies reviewed in the literature have tried to explain the effect of the VG by using air as 

the external fluid. In general, they concluded that the wake region behind the tube decreases and the 

mixing increases in this region. 

In the studies available in the literature, generally “finned tube heat exchangers” are used to 

examine the effect of the winglet. On the other hand, there are few studies using tube bundles [4, 14, 

15]. Among these studies, Mangrulkar et al. [14] and Abraham et al. [15] examined the effect of the 

winglet added behind the tube. The winglet used in their study was not used as VG. Apart from this, 

only Zdanski et al. [4] used the winglet as VG and performed an experimental study by placing it in 

the front region of the tube bundle.  

The main objective of this study is to numerically investigate the effect of the VG placed in the 

front region of the tube bundle on the heat transfer, pressure drop, and thermal-hydraulic performance 

in the cross-flow of air over the tube bundle. In this study, the delta fin is placed in front of the tube 

bundle and the airflow through the tube bundle is numerically modeled. Zdanski et al, [4] did only 

experimental work on this subject; they developed a correlation from their experimental results. The 

numerical results of the present study are validated with the correlation of Zdanski et al. [4]. To 

explain the VG effect physically, flow and temperature distributions are obtained numerically. In 

addition, analyses were performed for 7 different designs with different values of the parameters 

which are the distance between delta winglet and tube bundle, winglet pitch, and angle of attack.  The 

effects of the parameters on heat transfer, pressure drop, and thermal-hydraulic performance were 

analyzed. The parametric study aims to suggest a VG design that depends on the Re for practical use. 
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2. Numerical method 

2.1. Computational domain 

In this numerical study, tube bundle configuration studied experimentally by Zdanski et al. [4] 

was taken as a reference model (Fig. 1). Delta winglets are located in front of the tube bundle. VG is 

arranged side by side along the length of the tube with a pitch (P) value (Fig. 1.b). Dimensions are 

given in Tab. 1. To study different design parameters of VG, 11 different designs were given in Tab. 2 

made by Zdanski et al. [4]. 7 of these designs are numerically modelled in this study. 

 

 

Table 1. Tube bundle and VG dimensions [4] 

Parameter Dimension 

ST 46 mm 

SL 46 mm 

D 16 mm 

B 28 mm 

TH 16 mm 

LH 0 mm 

Lpc 23.1mm – 31.1mm – 39.1 mm 

α 20° - 30° - 40° 

P 20.5mm – 26.4mm – 37mm 

 

Table 2. VG parameter values [4] 

Design 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

P [mm] 20.5 20.5 20.5 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 37.0 37.0 37.0 

Lpc[mm] 23.1 31.1 39.1 23.1 31.1 31.1 31.1 39.1 23.1 31.1 39.1 

  [˚] 20 20 20 20 20 30 40 20 20 20 20 

 

As shown in Fig.1a, the flow analysis was performed using the “velocity inlet” boundary 

condition for the inlet, the “pressure outlet” boundary condition for the outlet, and the “periodic 

boundary condition” for the side and top surfaces. In addition, the “constant heat flux” and “non-slip” 

conditions were applied to the tube surfaces, and the “non-slip” condition was also applied to the VG 

surfaces.  

In the transverse direction, the tubes are placed periodically as ST value. The upper and lower 

surfaces were given periodic boundary conditions as stated in Fig. 1.a. The flow is similar at each 

cross-section along the tube length. A small section in this direction is modelled. A 3-dimensional 

model with a length equal to the pitch (P) value was created (the bounded region shown in Fig. 1.b). 

Figure 1. Computational domain a) Cross-section view b) Top view (Bounded area: Periodic 

domain) 
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The numerical model is extended by 3 times and 10 times the tube diameter at the air inlet and air 

outlet, respectively (Fig. 1.a). The purpose of the extension at the air inlet is to ensure velocity 

uniformity, while the purpose of the extension at the air outlet is to prevent the backward flow effect. 

2.2. Numerical model 

In the referenced experimental study, tubes were used as electric rod heaters. To accurately 

model the heat transfer from these heaters to the air, it was necessary to solve not only the continuity 

and momentum conservation equations but also the energy conservation equations. The study assumed 

a steady state, turbulent, three-dimensional, and incompressible flow with constant physical properties. 

Hence governing equations that are continuity, momentum, and energy conservation equations shown 

in Eq. (1), (2) and (3) respectively. 
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 ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  and      
 ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  represent Reynolds stress and turbulent heat flux respectively. 

To account for turbulence effects, "Realizable k-epsilon", "RNG k-epsilon" and "k-omega SST" 

turbulence models were used in the analyses. In the literature, studies on tube bundles and VG have 

obtained appropriate results with different turbulence models. Salviano et al. [21] and Sarangi et al. 

[17] with the "k-omega SST" model, Naik & Tiwari [24] with the "Realizable k-epsilon" model and 

Arora et al. [8] with the "RNG k-epsilon" model found appropriate results. To calculate the values 

near the wall more precisely, it is suggested to use various wall functions [25]. Among the suggested 

"Standard", "enhanced" and "scalable" wall functions were used. In addition, turbulence models are 

supported with various correction factors to increase their accuracy. "Production limit" and "curvature 

correction" factors were used in this study. 

In the ideal case, electrical energy is directly converted into thermal energy; however, in 

practical scenarios, some of this thermal energy is inevitably lost to the surroundings, predominantly 

through radiation. The heat loss rate was determined to be 7% by Zdanski et al. [4]. Information about 

electrical heater power and dimensions was taken from Pauli [26]. The length of each electric heater is 

L = 0.17 m and its diameter is D = 0.016 m. In total, 6 electric heaters were used. When the heat 

transfer area of an electric heater surface is calculated as πDL, the total heat transfer surface area is 6 

times as large. The total heat transfer surface area is approximately As= 0.05127 m
2
. The total power 

of 6 electric heaters is 200 W.  The total ideal heat flux obtained by dividing the total electric heater 

power by the heat transfer area is approximately 3900.856 W/m
2
.  When heat loss is taken into account 

as 7%, the heat flux from the electric heater surfaces to the air is calculated as q"=3628 W/m
2
. 

The air inlet temperature was assumed to be homogeneous and 25 °C. An experimental study 

was carried out between Re=3000 and Re=13000. To obtain Re values in this range, air inlet velocities 

were defined between 2.5 m/s and 9.5 m/s. The inlet velocity was assumed to be homogeneous. 

Atmospheric pressure condition was applied at the air outlet surface. 

The numerical model was created and solved with "ANSYS Fluent 2021 R2". For pressure-

velocity coupling, the SIMPLE algorithm was selected. The second order upwind scheme was used for 
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all discretization. Maximum residual obtained 10
-6

 for energy, momentum and turbulence equations 

and 10
-4

 for continuity equation. To ensure that the solution was converged, the area average 

temperature at the outlet and pressure at the inlet were checked during the iteration process. It was 

seen that these flow variables reached steady before completing iteration. This indicates that the 

solution is assumed to have converged. 

2.3. Grid independence 

Grid independence analysis for the tube bundle was performed with 6 different grid structures 

for Re=12250 (inlet velocity of 9 m/s). To obtain different grid structure while all mesh settings were 

fixed, only mesh growth rate value was set as 1.5, 1.25, 1.1, 1.025, and 1. In addition, to reach the 

maximum element number mesh element size was decreased from 0.0181mm to 0.0016mm after the 

mesh growth rate was decided to as 1.025. It is noted that all mesh structure has inflation layers on 

tube surfaces with 20 layers and 1.1 inflation growth rate. As can be seen from the Fig. 2, the variation 

in the average Nusselt number is very small in the last three meshes. To shorten the numerical 

calculation time, the third to last mesh structure was selected for further analyses. 

 

 

 

After determining the settings for the fine mesh structure, the fine boundary layer structure was 

obtained as shown in Fig. 3.a. For 9 m/s inlet velocity, the maximum value of y
+
 on the tube surface 

was obtained as "1". As shown in Fig. 3.b, a fine mesh structure with 545162 elements was obtained. 

 

 

Figure 2. Grid independency analysis on Nusselt number for tube bundle at Re=12250 

Figure 3. Mesh details a) Boundary layer on tube (Zoom View) for without VG,  b) Cross-section  

view of tube bundle without VG, c) Cross-section  view of tube bundle with VG, d) Section stated 

with dashed rectangular in Fig. 3.c, e) Near vortex generator on plane has alfa angle shown in 

Fig. 3.f, g) Near vortex generator base plane on ZX plane shown in Fig. 3.h, i) Near vortex 

generator at 4mm up from ZX plane shown in Fig. 3.h.   
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For the VG analyses, in addition to the grid adjustments obtained for the tube bundle, VG 

surface boundary layer improvement study was performed on "Design No 1" (see Tab. 2). For 9 m/s 

inlet velocity, the maximum value of y
+
 on the VG surfaces is 1.4, while the average value is 0.56. The 

fine mesh has a number of 1760377 elements as shown in Fig. 3.c. The boundary layer details on the 

VG surfaces were given in Fig. 3.d-i in different views. 

2.4. Validation 

The physical properties of the air used in the calculations were taken at film temperature. The 

film temperature was calculated by averaging the tube surface temperature and the air inlet 

temperature. The tube surface temperature was obtained from the numerical results as the area-

weighted average of the temperature on the tube surfaces. The same tube surface temperature value 

was also used in the calculation of the average heat convection coefficient as shown in Eq. (4). This 

average heat transfer coefficient was used for calculating the average Nusselt number as shown in Eq. 

(5). 

 

            ⁄            (4) 

      ⁄        (5) 

 

Validation was made for the whole Re range. To obtain results in the Re range, analysis was 

repeated with different air inlet velocities that are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 9.5 m/s. In addition, analyses 

were repeated to obtain results for each different turbulence model approximation. Fig. 4. shows the 

comparison between results of the analyses and Grimison’s [27] correlation that is used by reference 

experimental study [4] and is calculated by Eq. (6). In addition, numerical results were also compared 

with Zhukauskas [28] correlation in Fig. (4). Air physical properties were taken at average temperature 

of inlet and outlet of the air for Zhukauskas [28] correlation shown in Eq. (7).  

 

                                  (6) 

                                       ⁄             (7) 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Different numerical approaches comparisons with Grimison [27] and Zhukauskas [28] 

correlation for average Nusselt number for tube bundle (Error bar states 10% range) 
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 Validation analysis was made based on Grimison’s [27] correlation. The "Realizable k-epsilon" 

turbulence model with the "standard" wall function is the closest among the numerical 

approximations. Turbulence model correction factors were added in addition to the use of the 

"realizable k-epsilon" turbulence model with the "standard" wall function. Initially, the ‘Production 

Limit’ factor was incorporated, which resulted in a slight improvement in convergence. Subsequently, 

the ‘Curvature Correction Factor (CCF)’ was introduced. This led to a significant enhancement in 

convergence for Re>9000 and effectively corrected the overestimation. However, it was observed that 

for Re<5000, the convergence deteriorated and exceeded the limit. This result showed that the effect 

of the curvature correction factor should be reduced as the Re decreases. To achieve this, the value of 

the curvature correction factor was changed depending on the air inlet velocity. This is called the 

dynamic curvature correction factor that is adjusted according to the rule shown in Eq. (8), (9) and 

(10). After adding correction factors, numerical results get much closer. The maximum difference is 

6.83% and the absolute average difference is 1.84% between 3000 and 13000 Re which is the 

experimental range. Differences are in in 10% error bar range which means results are in good 

agreement with Grimison’s empirical correlation for in-line tube bundle. In addition, numerical results 

are also in good agreement with Zhukauskas’s [28] empirical correlation. The maximum difference is 

8.1% while the average difference is 3.86%.  

 

CCF=1.12  V>9.5 m⁄s       (8) 

    CCF=0.2375 V – 1.1375 5≤V≤9.5 m⁄s       (9) 

CCF=0.05  V<5 m⁄s       (10) 

 

The average Nusselt number obtained by the VG numerical analyses was compared with the 

correlation obtained by Zdanski et al. [4] which calculated by Eq. (11) and (12). The turbulence 

model, wall function and correction factor approaches, which were found appropriate for the tube 

bundle analyses, were also used in the VG analyses. As a result, the maximum and absolute average 

differences are 13.3% and 4.4% respectively. 

 

                                ⁄                      (11) 

           (    ⁄ )
 
        (    ⁄ )         (12) 

The approaches found suitable for heat transfer were evaluated in terms of pressure loss. The 

maximum difference between numerical and experimental pressure loss values is 22.7% while the 

absolute mean difference is 8.6%. 

3. Results and discussion 

The results for the case of Re=5200 (inlet velocity of 4 m/s) are used for temperature and flow 

distribution. The analysis results are presented in the cross-section view. 

To explain the VG effect, the tube bundle result was compared with only “Design 7” in Fig. 5. 

For other VG designs the mechanism of the VG effects is the same. When comparing temperature 

distribution in Fig. 5. a and c, the regions between the tube rows in with VG designs are colder than 

the tube bundle without VG. This shows that the flow is better mixed in the designs with VG. In this 

way, the temperature difference between the air and front surfaces of the tubes in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 rows 

increased and heat transfer increased. The reason for this result can be clearly understood when the 
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streamlines in Fig. 5. d are examined. In VG design, it is seen that secondary flows occur upwards on 

the front of the tubes in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 rows. Thanks to these secondary flows, the main flow is 

directed to these regions and mixing is provided. In this way, the cooler air in the main flow contacts 

the hot tube surface and increases heat transfer. These secondary flows also mean that the wake region 

between the tubes is reduced. This is clearly seen in the 2nd cavities of the designs with VG. 

 

 

 

Temperature differences between designs are shown in Fig. 6. Designs shown in Fig. 6 are the 

designs that have the best value for each parameter according to temperature decrease. For example, 

“Design No 1” has the best Lpc value. It can be observed that in all VG designs, temperatures are less 

than the tube bundle. A maximum temperature decrease of 6.44 K in the 1
st
 space and 3.46 K in the 2

nd
 

space was observed with VG. This indicates that the effect of the VG decreases in the flow direction in 

the next rows. In accordance with this result, Kwak et al. [5] also stated that the effect of the VG 

decreased after the 3
rd

 row. 

 

Another examination that proves the improvement of heat transfer can be done by analyzing the 

tube surface temperatures. Since a constant heat flux is given to the tube surfaces, the best heat 

transfer is obtained when the tube surface temperature is the lowest. When the average tube surface 

temperatures are examined, 343.68 K temperature is obtained in the tube bundle without VG, while 

340.1, 340.3, 340.6, 340.5, 339.5, 338.4, and 341.3 K temperatures are obtained in "Design No 1, 2, 3, 

Figure 5. Temperature distributions (a, c) and streamlines (b, d) on XY plane at middle surface 

(Z-direction) at Re=5200 for tube bundle (a, b) and VG “design no 7” (c, d) 

Figure 6. Temperature distribution through line between tube centers at bottom tubes for 

Re=5200 
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5, 6, 7 and10" respectively. It is concluded that temperatures in all VG designs are smaller than the 

tube bundle. That means that heat transfer is improved for all VG designs. At α=40° ("Design No 7"), 

a temperature decrease of 5.25 K was obtained and it is the highest temperature drop among all the 

designs. 

For examining the effects of parameters in the whole Re range, the value of the percentage 

improvement of the Nusselt number was calculated and shown in Fig. 7.a. To investigate the effects of 

the distance (Lpc) parameter, the results of "Design No 1, 2 and 3" are compared. According to the 

results for Re>5000, when the distance between the VG and the tube bundle increases from Lpc 

=23.1mm to Lpc =31.1mm, the heat transfer improves and when the distance increases further, the heat 

transfer worsens when Lpc=39.1mm. This shows that Lpc has an optimum value when evaluated in 

terms of heat transfer. A Similar result was obtained experimentally by Zdanski et al. [4]. The heat 

transfer improvement decreased as pitch (P)  increased according to "Design No 2, 5 and 10" while 

improvement increased as the angle (α) increased according to "Design No 5, 6 and 7". For all Re 

ranges, the highest improvement was obtained at α=40°. This means that the angle parameter is the 

parameter that affects the heat transfer more. 

While VG improves heat transfer, it increases pressure loss. The percentages of increase with 

respect to the tube bundle without VG are given in Fig. 7.b. At approximately Re<7000 pressure loss 

increase rate is not changed with changing Lpc. For P and α parameters, effects on pressure loss are the 

same as the effect on heat transfer for all Re ranges. Both heat transfer and pressure loss increase with 

an increasing α while they decrease with a decrease in P. In addition, it can be clearly seen that the 

most increment occurred at "Design No 7" (α=40°). This design is the best in view of heat transfer 

although the worst design in view of pressure loss. 

 

 

 

To determine the best performance among the designs, both the improvement in heat transfer 

and deterioration in pressure loss should be considered. Therefore, the "thermal-hydraulic 

performance” (T.H.P) parameter should be calculated as shown in Eq. (13). T.H.P values of all 

designs are shown in Fig. 7.c. Performance values are very close to the minimum limit of 1. 

Performance values between designs are also close to each other. Improvement in heat transfer was 

obtained in all designs with VG. However, considering the increase in pressure loss, it should be noted 

that there is a performance improvement in designs where the thermal-hydraulic performance value is 

above "1". When Fig. 7.c is analyzed, the T.H.P value is above 1 for almost every VG design when Re 

Figure 7. Effect of the VG a) Nusselt number improvement percentage b) Pressure drop 

increment percentage c) Thermal-Hydraulic Performance 
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is greater than 9500, while it varies at lower Re. The performance of "Design No 7" with the largest 

angle α=40° is above 1 in all Re ranges. Therefore, it can be considered as the best design. 

 

         ⁄               ⁄           
  ⁄  )    (13) 

4. Conclusions 

The physical mechanism of the effect of the VG located in front of the tube bundle on the 

thermal and hydraulic performance was investigated numerically. Average errors of 4.4% and 9.4% 

were obtained in terms of heat transfer and pressure loss respectively. The effect of the design 

parameters of VG was also investigated. The distance between the VG and tube bundle (Lpc), pitch (P) 

and angle of attack (α) parameters were analyzed. In general, the following results were obtained: 

 In the designs with VG, it was observed that there are upward air flows on the front surfaces 

of the tubes in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 rows. Thanks to these secondary flows, the main flow is directed 

to the region between rows and increases the mixture. This is the main mechanism of the VG 

that increases heat transfer. 

 The upward secondary flows observed between the rows reduced the wake region. The 

reduction of the wake region also has a positive effect on heat transfer. 

 In designs with VG, the air temperature of the region between the rows is lower than the tube 

bundle without VG. Also, the average tube surface temperatures are lower in designs with 

VG. 

 VG angle of attack (α) is the parameter that affects the heat transfer the most. The Nusselt 

improvement value increased the most as the angle value increased. The highest improvement 

value of 16.6% was obtained with the highest angle of 40°.  In addition, the highest pressure 

loss deterioration value of 42% was also obtained at the highest angle value of 40°. 

 Heat transfer and pressure loss increases with decreasing pitch. 

 The distance of the VG to the tube bundle has an optimum point. Maximum heat transfer 

improvement is achieved at a certain distance. As it moves away from or closer to this value, 

the heat transfer improvement decreases. 

 While "Design No 7" (Lpc =31.1mm, P=26.4mm and α=40°) is the best design for all Re in 

terms of heat transfer, it is the best design for approximately Re>6000 in terms of T.H.P. 

While Re<6000 “Design No 6” is slightly better than “Design No 7”, it can be suggested that 

“Design No 7” can be applied for any Re. 

 For Re>9500, it can be assumed that performance improvement will occur with almost any 

VG design. For lower Re, care should be taken in the selection of design parameters. 

 One of the most important results is that the surface temperature decreases when using VG. In 

practice, this means that for any air handling unit system, the same electric heaters can be used 

with more power without reaching high surface temperatures.  

 To increase T.H.P, parametric studies should be made with many more parameters for 

example winglet length (B), winglet front (LH) and rear height (TH), shape of winglet, etc. 

Further investigations are needed to optimize the use of VG in the in-line tube bundle. 
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Nomenclature 

As Heat transfer surface area [ m
2
] 

B vortex generator length [m] 

CCF curvature correction factor [-] 

   geometric coefficient of Zdanski average Nu correlation [-] 

D tube diameter [m] 

h average heat transfer coefficient [Wm
-2

K
-1

] 

k air thermal conductivity [Wm
-1

K
-1

] 

LH front height of delta vortex generator [m] 

Lpc distance between vortex generator and tube bundle [m] 

Nu average Nusselt number [-] 

         average Nusselt number of tube bundle [-] 

P pitch [m] 

Pr Prandtl number 

Prs Prandtl number at surface temperature [-] 

p pressure [Pa] 

q
" 

heat flux [Wm
-2

] 

Re Reynolds number (            ), [-] 

SL longitudinal pitch between tubes [m] 

ST transverse pitch between tubes [m] 

T temperature [K] 

TH rear height of delta vortex generator [m] 

Ti air inlet temperature [K] 

TS tube surface temperature [K] 

T.H.P thermal hydraulic performance [-] 

ui, uj velocity component [m/s] 

VG vortex generators 

V air inlet velocity – free stream velocity [m/s] 

Vmax maximum air velocity occurring within the tube bundle 

(           ) [m/s] 

Greek 

Symbols 

 

α angle of attack of vortex generator [rad] 

  density of air [kgm
-3

] 

µ dynamic viscosity of the air [Nsm
-2

] 

ΔPbundle pressure drop of tube bundle [Pa] 
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